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A B S T R A C T   

The development life cycle of conventional nuclear power plants (NPPs) needs to be optimized if the energy 
produced by advanced reactors and small modular reactors is to be competitive. One of the proposed optimi-
sation initiatives is the digitalization of nuclear facility control and instrumentation. Digitalization of nuclear 
control and instrumentation will improve plants’ performance and cost competitiveness. However, it could also 
introduce cyber security challenges. To create a strong cyber-defence for critical digital assets in nuclear facil-
ities, an extensive analysis of threats and vulnerabilities in systems, networks, and devices is necessary. This 
article examines recent research that analyses the digital assets at nuclear power facilities for threats and vul-
nerabilities. This work synthesizes and categorises potential attack propagation paths in digitalized nuclear fa-
cilities based on five different surfaces: direct network path, programmable logic controllers, sensor/actuator 
signals, and indirect propagation paths such as attacks that exploit human factors and the supply chain. The 
work’s main contribution is it provides a state-of-the-art understanding of the relationship between attack 
propagation paths, associated vulnerabilities, and current security controls. Based on the literature review, a 
framework for developing an attack-resilient control system for NPPs is suggested, which would be helpful for a 
security-informed design of reactor control systems. The discussion on nuclear cyber risks, vulnerabilities, attack 
routes, and defence methods offers a cutting-edge understanding of the security challenges in digitalized nuclear 
facilities. The suggested framework is an essential foundation for future research direction, towards a secured 
and resilient digitisation of nuclear power plant control systems.   

1. Introduction 

Nuclear power reactors are an important component of clean, net- 
zero energy systems, particularly in the context of energy indepen-
dence and national security. Moreover, the ongoing Russia-Ukraine war 
has also shown the importance of energy independence, and the sig-
nificance of including energy security in strategic national security 
policy. Nuclear reactors are well-positioned to ensure an all-weather, 
low-carbon, uninterrupted supply of electricity and heating, and the 
new generation plants are built to ensure safe, and economic power 
generation (Bodel et al., 2021). 

The demand for better engineering system performance has 

prompted the development of advanced technologies with the corre-
sponding integration of digital technologies and expansion in the 
interconnectivity of many physical systems. The integration of digital 
technology would also increase the effectiveness of critical in-
frastructures including smart grids, industrial production systems, and 
new-generation nuclear power plants. Although these technologies 
improve energy systems’ dependability, efficiency, flexibility, and 
ability to be controlled and supervised remotely, they also make in-
frastructures more susceptible to cyberthreats that may result in serious 
safety incidents. Because of the unacceptable consequences of successful 
attacks on vital national infrastructures, cyber security controls are 
becoming more common. 
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Following the emerging trend in Industry 4.0 and industrial systems 
digitalization, digital instrumentation and control (DI&C) systems, and 
devices such as programmable logic controllers (PLC), and ethernet/IP 
networks, are being leveraged for improved communication and control 
operation, particularly in non-safety applications in the nuclear in-
dustry. This inadvertently elevates cyber security as one of the biggest 
challenges in nuclear facilities. Concerns about cyber security in NPPs 
were also raised by previous notable attacks on nuclear facilities around 
the world, such as the cyber-attack on an Iranian fuel enrichment fa-
cility, the Davis-Besse NPP in the USA, and the attacks on computer 
networks at Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power. This led researchers to 
develop tools to analyse NPP cyber security and to mitigate and mini-
mise the risk. 

Recently, many studies have analysed the security challenges against 
digital process control systems, and the controls needed to mitigate any 
serious incidents. Several studies have also been done to analyse po-
tential attacks on distributed control systems (DCS) common in large 
industrial facilities. However, although promising, these techniques 
cannot be directly extended to critical facilities such as nuclear power 
plants. First, the nuclear cyber-attack surface is increasingly getting 
complex because of globalisation and decentralised manufacturing and 
supply chain of nuclear reactor components. Vendor-specific vulnera-
bilities could be inherited by modern plants with digital control and 
instrumentation, and these inherited vulnerabilities make it difficult to 
propose a one-size-fits-all solution to nuclear cyber security. In addition, 
the deterministic network traffic in nuclear facilities differs from the 
dynamics observed in the conventional information technology (IT) 
network, and signatures are not available for most ICS-targeted malware 
in nuclear facilities as such information is controlled. Hence IT solutions 
cannot be directly applied to nuclear plant control systems. 

Secondly, assessing vulnerabilities in nuclear digital assets is 
increasingly complex due to the need for configuration-specific assess-
ments that consider interconnected devices, connection types, network 
architectures, and protocols. To simplify the vulnerability assessment 
and study the dependency effects of new digital devices, virtual engi-
neering approaches can be leveraged. However, virtualization requires 
high-fidelity models of the physical process and the control networks, 
which is complex. Moreover, the nuclear reactor is highly nonlinear, 
with parametric uncertainties. From a research perspective, this makes 
nuclear reactor modelling a challenge, as issues such as the spatiotem-
poral characteristics of neutron transport in the core, delay neutron 
precursor, lumped versus grouped thermal-hydraulic modelling, reac-
tivity feedback introduced by the temperature change, control rod, 
Xenon oscillation and chemical shim need to be duly considered to 
obtain a robust plant model. Also, the distributed nature of the nuclear 
control systems makes it difficult to directly apply the solutions pro-
posed to simple, linear systems. In addition, studies that enumerate the 
threat and attack landscape in digital control and instrumentation in 
nuclear facilities are limited, and no work critically reviews the existing 
frameworks, evaluation testbeds and nuclear digital instrumentation 
and control attack propagation paths from the systems, network, and 
human reliability perspective. 

This work addresses these gaps by reviewing previous studies that 
analyse the threat and vulnerability in DI&C components and networks 
that constitute modern control systems. This work also synthesizes and 
categorises potential attack propagation paths in digitalized nuclear 
facilities: network connectivity/communication channel, programmable 
logic controller, sensors/actuators, human-target and the supply chain. 
Further, the work also discusses the relationship between these attack 
paths, related vulnerabilities, and existing evaluation tools and security 
controls. This work makes a significant contribution by putting forth a 
proposal for creating an attack-resilient digital control system and cyber 
security analysis of crucial digital assets at NPP, which can be used to 
factor cyberattacks into the reactor control design basis threat. The 
present study advances understanding by.  

1. Synthesising and reviewing the literature on nuclear cyber security. 
2. Categorising nuclear cyber-attack paths and the protection frame-

works and systems.  
3. Suggesting a framework for a robust cyber security evaluation of NPP 

digital control systems, as a potential future research direction. 
4. Extending the application of the framework for nuclear cyber secu-

rity design basis threat. 

This work does not consider artificial intelligence (AI)-based pro-
tection techniques, which have been studied extensively in the literature 
(Ayodeji et al., 2020). Interesting progress has also been made in 
designing useful machine learning-based tools for anomaly detection in 
industrial control system (ICS) networks (Arnold et al., 2022), and 
controllers (Zhang and Coble, 2020). However, most of these proposed 
approaches are hypothetical and not yet scalable in real plants, to the 
best of the authors’ knowledge. This is because AI techniques are as good 
as the data used in their development, and there is limited open-source, 
validated nuclear data to build a robust data-driven model. The current 
work discusses the critical platform necessary to develop and curate 
high-fidelity data useful for the AI community. The state of the art in 
machine learning-based tools for nuclear digital asset protection, 
accompanying issues and challenges have been comprehensively dis-
cussed in (Ayodeji et al., 2020). 

2. Nuclear process control basics 

To conduct an effective vulnerability assessment, detailed knowl-
edge of devices, components, systems, and networks within the plant, as 
well as an understanding of both hardware and software components 
and their interaction is required (Peterson et al., 2019). This section 
briefly describes the fundamental unit of a nuclear power plant and the 
interaction of the components that make up the process control systems 
(PCS). 

In its basic form, the nuclear power plant is composed of systems, 
structures, components, networks and devices that interact to ensure 
that heat generated from the fission of uranium fuel is transferred effi-
ciently from the reactor core, via the steam generator (for pressurised 
water reactors, (PWRs)) to the turbine. The heat exchange between the 
primary fluid and the secondary fluid is used to boil water in the steam 
generator, and the steam is used to drive turbines that are connected to 
electric generators. The steam is condensed and returned to the steam 
generator as secondary fluid. To keep the uranium fuel ‘cooled’, and to 
confine the fission products in the core, several process and safety sys-
tems are tightly coupled. Although all the process systems are tightly 
coupled, each of the processes is controlled independently by a set of 
devices and networks. Fig. 1 shows a simplified illustration of the 
coupled systems and their architecture. 

Fig. 1 above shows a typical architecture of nuclear process control 
systems in a conventional PWR. As an illustration, the figure assumes a 
PLC-based controller, instead of the conventional hardwired PI con-
trollers used in NPPs. PLC-3 shows the control system that monitors and 
regulates the water level in a PWR steam generator. In its basic form, the 
level control system comprises a sensor, an actuator (power-operated 
feedwater valve), a controller, and the protocols that enable communi-
cation between the three devices (conventionally field buses such as 
Modbus Profibus etc). To complete a control step, the sensor senses the 
water level in the steam generator, by converting the level analogue 
indicator to a serial electric signal (electric current between 4 and 20 
mA, or voltage between 0 and 10 V) sent to the controller. The controller 
compares the sensed level with a setpoint (typically determined by the 
operator) and compensates for the error between the measured level and 
the setpoint. A control signal is automatically generated by the 
controller to the actuator (conventionally valves, motors, breakers, etc), 
via the communication channel. The actuator completes the control 
action by accurately locating the valve (plug) in a position dictated by 
the signal from the controller. 
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To enable the operator to monitor the current water level in the 
steam generator, a similar controlled variable signal is generated by the 
sensor and the manipulated signal from the controller is sent via the 
communication network to the operator’s human-machine interface 
(HMI). The serial signals are first converted to a network packet, via a 
serial-to-ethernet converter that facilitates communication between 
level 0 and level 1 devices. Then the packets are delivered to the user 
interface in form of charts/graphs or digitally, depending on the HMI 
configuration. Analysing attack propagation paths that serve to facilitate 
system intrusion in nuclear DI&C is important, and this basic description 
of a typical control loop in the nuclear power plant serves to inform the 
nuclear ICS attack path categorised and discussed in the next section. 

3. State of the art 

3.1. Nuclear cyber-attack paths and the protection frameworks 

To design a robust cyber defence for critical infrastructures such as 
NPPs, a detailed threat and vulnerability analysis is important. Also, 
understanding the DI&C attack surface in the nuclear power plant is 
critical in designing and implementing a cyber security solution. This 
section discusses recent works on threat/vulnerability assessment, as 
well as digital industrial control systems (ICS) cyber-attack path and 
recommended protection systems. 

3.1.1. Threat and vulnerability assessment 
To protect both wired and wireless digital I&C data, systems and 

networks from malicious intrusion, a thorough understanding of the 
capacity and motivation of the attacker are necessary. Attacks on in-
dustrial I&C could be carried out for technology theft, business espio-
nage, cyber-activism, recreational hacking, by a disgruntled employee, 
or the probing of a nation-state or terrorist organisation (Hashemian, 
2011). Any of these attackers may exploit system vulnerability by 
launching damaging attacks such as mimicking, man-in-the-middle 
(MITM) attacks, network spoofing, packet-sniffing and modification, 
sensor masking, and denial of service (DoS), or via malicious codes such 
as virus, worm, and ransomware. However different types of attackers 

have different motivations, capabilities and resources, and the sophis-
tication of attacks also varies. Mere criminal behaviour should be 
distinguished from cyber-attacks that have national security relevance, 
and understanding the nature of the attacker/attacker profile is critical 
in the design and implementation of security measures for nuclear DI&C. 

One of the most important challenges faced by modern DI&C is 
system exploits by well-motivated, well-resourced, sophisticated at-
tackers such as nation-states (i.e., advanced persistent threats). The 
intended impact of cyber-attacks in nuclear ICS is also reflected in the 
complexity of the attack, as launching a catastrophic cyber-attack re-
quires a sophisticated adversary (Kesler, 2011). Hence, comprehensive 
threat analysis and nuclear DI&C security evaluation tools are necessary 
for proper risk evaluation and protection. Towards a secure system, 
discovering system vulnerabilities is one of the first major steps. Inci-
dentally, vulnerabilities in DI&C are not intuitive, which calls for spe-
cialised skills and tools. A vulnerability assessment is performed to 
identify and prioritize inherent weaknesses in cyber systems and com-
ponents. In nuclear power plants, cyber systems are defined as critical 
digital assets (CDA) and networks that are responsible for Safety, Se-
curity, and Emergency Preparedness (SSEP) functions. Many tools and 
guidance documents have been presented for cyber vulnerability 
remediation, with little focus on the nuclear SSEP systems vulnerability 
identification. However, recent research works have explored models 
and methods for vulnerability identification in nuclear facilities. 

Based on safety margin estimation, Wang et al. (2018) discuss an 
exploration approach to identify the most vulnerable components in 
NPPs to cyber-attacks. A Monte Carlo-driven engine was used to simu-
late and inject different types of cyber-attacks of different types and 
magnitudes. Then, safety margins are calculated and used for identifying 
the most vulnerable components in cyber-physical systems. A template 
for cyber-attack classification that reflects the characteristics of NPPs 
has been presented in (Kim et al., 2020). A systematic approach is 
proposed to evaluate and validate the cyber security conformance for 
digital instrumentation and control systems in NPPs. The authors dis-
cussed the attack taxonomy that could enable strategic responses against 
cyber threats at NPPs, and the taxonomy classification includes the 
attack procedure, attack vector, physical access, network access and 

Fig. 1. A simplified digital distributed control system for a typical nuclear power plant (Ayodeji et al., 2020).  
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consequence. Varuttamaseni et al. (2017), also studied the impact of a 
DoS attack on the reactor protection system, using the TRACE code. The 
work discussed the low pressurizer pressure trip safety signal under 
attack and analysed the response of the plant to a trip delay of 1 s. 
Several potential cyber-attack scenarios on NPPs are investigated for the 
analytic study following the South Korean case in December 2014 (Cho 
and Woo, 2017). A comparison between different terminologies such as 
accident, terror, general and cyber terror, and a list of cyber terror types 
for NPPs are presented and discussed in (Kim, 2014). A few comple-
mentary points of various cyber security methods were identified in the 
analysis and suggested to be considered to enhance the cyber security of 
NPPs. 

Several stealthy attacks have been identified as potential threats to 
digital instruments in industrial systems. Industrial control systems are 
also susceptible to false data injection (FDI) attacks, which could 
introduce subtle variations in real signals, making them difficult to 
detect by conventional anomaly detection systems (Sundaram et al., 
2022). In the context of control systems for nuclear reactors, two key 
threat scenarios involving false data injection attacks have been envis-
aged (Li et al., 2018a). These scenarios are intended to create control 
commands that deviate the reactor state from its intended operational 
range for malicious purposes. The first scenario involves the initiation of 
an event through the falsification of sensor readings. The second sce-
nario involves the manipulation of the normal reactor response to an 
event by altering the underlying controller logic (Li et al., 2018a). Both 
scenarios pose significant risks to the safe and reliable operation of 
nuclear reactors. To address the threat of FDI attacks, Li et al. (Sundaram 
et al., 2022) proposed an algorithm designed to detect falsified signals 
through the use of process information derived from the physical model 
of the plant. The algorithm was validated using data obtained from the 
RELAP 5 code. In addition, to ensure real-time monitoring and resilience 
to noise, the authors optimized the denoising algorithm and assessed its 
efficacy in identifying a triangle attack carried out by a malicious insider 
on a nuclear plant (Li et al., 2022). 

An event classification scheme is presented in (Vaddi et al., 2020) to 
distinguish between fault-induced safety events and cyber-attacks for 
NPPs. The Dynamic Bayesian Networks with Conditional Probability 
Tables methodology is used to identify the nature of the abnormal events 
(safety events or cyber-attacks). It is assumed that the sensors’ mea-
surements and the input to the component are correct all the time. A 
cyber security risk evaluation model for digital instrumentation and 
control systems for NPPs using a Bayesian network and event trees is 
proposed in (Park and Lee, 2019). Using historical data and online 
measurements, the evaluation model informs research on cyber threats 
to nuclear DI&C. The method is also used to estimate nuclear DI&C 
probabilistic safety and to analyse frameworks for cyber-attacks on NPPs 
(Park and Lee, 2019). A comparison and analysis of various methods 
used in the applications of cyber security to critical systems in NPPs are 
presented in (Son et al., 2019). Ahn et al. (2015) proposed scenario 
graph modelling to develop cyberattack scenarios in NPPs. The model 
utilises directed acyclic graphs with attacker, event and goal nodes that 
represent the threat, the exploited vulnerability and the consequence of 
the exploit respectively. The graph also has edges that represent the 
relationship between nodes. The scenario graph was used to analyse the 
cyber incident at David Besse, Hatch and Brown Ferry NPPs, and the 
cyber-attack on the Iranian Natanz enrichment facility. 

A detailed overview of cyber security vulnerability assessment in 
nuclear facilities is presented by Peterson et al. (2019). The review de-
tails the cyber-vulnerability incidents at nuclear installations and other 
critical facilities and gives the context for vulnerability assessment im-
provements that must be made. The paper also analysed vulnerabilities 
within the context of the modernization of digital instrumentation and 
control systems. Moreover, the work discussed approaches developed to 
mitigate cyber risk at NPPs, and it enumerated the limitations of the 
United States National Regulatory Commission (U.S. NRC) guidelines. 
Apart from widely recognized network penetration testing software and 

open-source tools, limited studies are dedicated to developing active 
tools for ICS vulnerability identification. To bridge the gap, a Systems 
Modelling Language (SysML) that enables vulnerability extraction from 
an industrial control system model was developed in (Lemaire et al., 
2014). The SysML is a Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) tool 
that supports the system development life cycle. The tool uses logic 
theory for vulnerability extraction, which is then included in the system 
model for further analysis. Users can also specify information about the 
component, product and version, and the tool uses the ICS-CERT 
vulnerability database and the NIST, ISA, ISO’s ICS standards as sys-
tem independent reasoning inputs. The application has been demon-
strated on a few industrial ICS. However, there are no use cases for 
nuclear DI&C. 

3.2. Categorization of NPP DI&C attack propagation path 

In critical industrial facilities, cyberattacks naturally progress to 
physical impact. The cyber-space provides a convenient and replicable 
channel through which an attacker could access and damage the phys-
ical system. The attack propagation paths, as used in this work, are 
defined as the potential route a threat actor could leverage to achieve 
their goals. Different from attack surfaces (classified as the network 
connectivity, portable media and equipment, physical access, etc), that 
aid the adversary to access processes, networks, data, or systems, attack 
propagation paths are the layered steps the threat actors could take to 
exploit or compromise digital assets. 

To defend systems that make up the nuclear DI&C, analysing the 
plant, inherent attack paths, and the consequence of successfully 
exploiting the attack paths on critical digital assets is important. To-
wards understanding the attack paths and their inherent vulnerabilities, 
this section categorises common components, systems and networks 
susceptible to cyber-attack, and the methods/techniques that have been 
proposed to protect them. 

3.2.1. Direct attack propagation paths 

3.2.1.1. Communication network and protection systems. Real-time 
controlled variables (such as temperature, pressure, flow, and level) and 
the corresponding magnitude of the manipulated variable are sent to the 
operator, for easy condition monitoring and control of the process. The 
sensor readings are transmitted to the controller (input), and the control 
signals (output) are sent to the actuators via traditional communication 
protocols (e.g. Fieldbuses). The communication network is used to 
transmit the sensor and control data to the operator HMI, via the serial- 
to-ethernet converter, to enable human operators to monitor and 
respond to the continual flow of I&C data. For efficiency reasons, NPP 
owners are modernizing legacy systems. The modernised nuclear DI&C 
have seen increased utilisation of digital hardware, TCP/IP network 
protocol with accompanying network cards, IP address configurations 
and software. Nuclear ICS modernization has also seen the connection of 
the traditional ICS communication protocols (e.g. Modbus, Profibus, 
DNP3, IEC61850, etc) with the TCP protocol to enable a serial-to- 
ethernet data transfer, and these connections have introduced an extra 
attack surface in the system. Cyber exploits of the serial-to-ethernet 
convertor have been previously reported in (Weiss et al., 2022). Other 
attacks intended to mask real-time measurements (e.g. DoS, DDoS at-
tacks) or to corrupt/replace measured signals (e.g. Man-in-the-middle 
attacks) have also been reported for ICS. 

One of the most important network security evaluation models is the 
Bayesian Network, a graphical model used to represent variables and 
their dependencies. BN is a directed acyclic graph with nodes and 
vertices that define connections, directions, and accompanying proba-
bilities. To design an optimal defence strategy for control systems, Li 
et al. (2018b) used a multilevel Bayesian Network to distil the attack 
paths, evaluate the attack progression and propose countermeasures for 
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attacks on the Tennessee Eastman process (Li et al., 2018b). Vaddi et al. 
(2020) also present a dynamic Bayesian Network approach to classifying 
cyber-attack-related abnormalities in nuclear control systems. The work 
utilises both the physical and network layer information to infer hidden, 
unobservable states of the plant and the nature of the abnormal event. 
Similar to the Bayesian Network approach is the attack tree method that 
has been proposed to evaluate the cyber security of a nuclear power 
plant (Ayodeji, 2014). The attack tree method was used as a directed 
acyclic attack-defence model of nuclear plant ICS network vulnerabil-
ities, and a metric (Return-on-Attack) was used to quantify the attack 
benefits for a successful exploit of each node. From the attackers’ 
perspective, the most attractive attack paths are identified, and security 
measures are implemented. Similar approaches have also been proposed 
to secure enterprise and related networks (Akinola et al., 2015). Detailed 
discussion on the utilisation of directed acyclic graphs as attack-defence 
models and their applications in critical industrial control systems can 
be found in (Ayodeji, 2014; Kordy et al., 2014). Although graph-based 
security models are effective in evaluating system interconnectivity, 
revealing casual relation and root-cause analysis, it is ineffective in large 
networks, as the method could suffer from node explosion. 

3.2.1.2. Programmable logic controllers (PLC) and protection system. 
Another type of attack path in the digital ICS is the controller itself, as 
most of the legacy electromechanical relays are being replaced with 
devices with memory and programmable microprocessors. The PLC 
provides flexible configuration and digital communication. However, 
the software-based PLC also introduces potential vulnerabilities, as at-
tackers can execute arbitrary malicious codes on the controller to 
directly alter the control functions. Unlike traditional IT devices, soft-
ware patches on and frequent updates of PLC programs are not well 
suited for control systems, as control systems require online and real- 
time availability and patch management requires system reboot and 
restarts, change verification and validation, and may consume a signif-
icant computing resource. Moreover, such security patches may violate 
certification/regulatory requirements, as large industrial systems also 
have some legacy systems. Several researchers have proposed different 
kinds of hardware-based (solid-state), software-based and hybrid pro-
tection systems for controllers to make them robust enough to perform 
control functions under attack. This section discusses PLC vulnerabil-
ities, proposed security analysis tools and protection systems. 

Following the Stuxnet attack, different PLC cyber security issues 
have been discussed (Shin et al., 2017). As PLCs are one of the main 
devices used to implement control functions, security procedures against 
cyber threats have also been proposed (Shin et al., 2017). To detect 
malicious modifications in firmware in programmable logic controllers, 
Dunlap et al. (2016) proposed a timing-based side-channel analysis, an 
approach that compares device fingerprints to detect anomalies. The 
proposed approach is tested on an Allen-Bradley ControlLogix PLC, 
using the task monitor to collect timing measurements on the ana-
logue/digital inputs and outputs, and the network traffic data. A 
receiver operating characteristic curve is used as the metric, to deter-
mine the false-positive rates. A false sequential logic attack on the 
control network is also discussed by Li et al. (Kordy et al., 2014). The 
work presents a scenario where an attacker disrupts the physical process 
via a logic attack on the sensor, actuator and controller of a SCADA 
system (Li et al., 2016). The attack modelling, physical impact analysis, 
and defence measures for a chemical process are discussed in the study. 

Zhao et al. (Zhao and Smidts, 2020) simulate a replay attack on an 
NPP’s linear quadratic regulator. The work demonstrates how an 
attacker could compromise the controller by launching an attack that 
replays recorded sensor output to the controller, demonstrated with a 
pressurised water reactor simulator. The attack detection technique 
proposed was two chi-squared tests that separate the replay attack from 
other anomalies. A cyber security framework to protect programmable 
logic controllers (PLC) in Korean NPPs is also proposed by (Song et al., 

2014). The concept and development of the framework involve identi-
fying all the cyber assets, accompanying vulnerabilities, and developing 
security requirements for the module based on the evaluation results. 

A survey on cyber security of industrial control devices that are used 
in critical infrastructures, such as nuclear and thermal plants, water 
treatment facilities, and power generation is presented in (Bhamare 
et al., 2020). Because industrial control systems have been integrated 
with information technology devices, and the ICS have become a part of 
cloud-based environments, the authors of (Dunlap et al., 2016) suggest 
data-driven techniques to enhance cyber-security in critical in-
frastructures. Zhang et al. (Zhang and Coble, 2020), propose a robust 
localised cyber security kit for PLCs in NPP. The approach involves an 
embedded empirical model in the PLC hardware, for cyber-attack 
detection and inferencing. However, the work did not discuss the 
resource requirement of the models, as such models could consume a 
significant computing resource and could impede the PLC software from 
operating at its peak efficiency. 

Several literature have also proposed solid-state devices to replace 
the software-based PLC in nuclear I&C. Field programmable gate arrays 
(FPGA)-based devices have been proposed to replace conventional PLC 
in nuclear I&C (Sklyar, 2012). FPGAs have specific advantages such as 
simple design, uniqueness, and the use of hardware description pro-
gramming language. FPGA-based PLC hardware circuits also require no 
extra operating system, better encryption, faster parallel function 
execution and better security (Elakrat and Jung, 2018). However, cyber 
security assessment of FPGA-based systems is subjective and lacks robust 
analysis of coupling effects. Moreover, proposed FPGA-based nuclear 
reactor control systems lack comprehensive security requirements, 
assurance, conformance and standards (Illiashenko et al., 2016). That is, 
regulatory and certification bodies, developers and end-users of 
FPGA-based systems for nuclear DI&C lack a harmonised approach for 
its security assurance, considering the context-specific operating 
environment. 

3.2.1.3. Sensor/actuator and protection systems. There are classes of at-
tacks that are designed to render targeted devices inoperable. In critical 
infrastructures like NPPs, most of these attacks are directed toward 
corrupting sensed signals or injecting fault and corrupted signals to the 
actuator or rendering the actuator inoperable. This is because of the 
potential payoff in exploiting level-0 devices, and the closeness of these 
devices to the physical system. This section discusses recent works that 
discuss targeted attacks on ICS sensors and actuators, and their 
limitations. 

Coupled attack monitoring and mitigation game-theoretic approach 
for sensors in a cyber-physical system under attack has been proposed 
(Zhou et al., 2019). The approach is implemented with two different 
algorithms that monitor and mitigate sensor attacks. He et al. (2021) 
presented an attack-resilient control solution that uses predefined 
boundaries to guarantee system stability. The work utilised Markov 
jump systems to model additive and multiplicative sensor and actuator 
attacks in a closed-loop control system. The requirements for securing 
hardware, firmware, software, and system information associated with 
digital instrumentation and control systems at NPPs are also discussed in 
the paper. A technique for analysing the ability of attackers to control 
and mask measurements (unobservable states) is discussed in (Vaddi 
et al., 2020). The paper demonstrated how an attacker can design an 
attack to maximise the impact on the unobservable states while mini-
mising the possibility of detection. Kalman decomposition method was 
used to identify unobservable subspaces, accounting for process mea-
surements the attacker can manipulate but that cannot be observed. 

There are storing and updating rules that guide modern PLC inputs 
from sensors. These rules can be disrupted during a sensor attack that 
masks the readings for current time steps forcing the controller to use 
stored process values for the control function. To properly identify 
specific sensor measurements that need to be protected, and the 
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required security-incidence response time before major damage, Krotofil 
et al. (2014) proposed a method to time DoS attacks on sensor signals. 
The work used a non-parametric cumulative sum (CUSUM) to detect 
changes in measured signals, and the approach is evaluated on the 
Tennessee Eastman process (Krotofil et al., 2014). Adapted 
CUSUM-based approach and finite moving average (FMA) detection rule 
is also used by Van et al. (Van Long et al., 2015), applied to detect a 
stealthy attack on sensors in a SCADA water treatment plant. The work 
develops a unified statistical model and Kalman filter to generate re-
siduals from process transient changes. To detect covert attacks, the 
work used the worst-case threshold selection that accounts for mea-
surement noise and compared the performance of CUSUM with FMA 
rules. 

To study the effect of retrofitted digital instrumentation and control 
systems and to identify their potential weaknesses in a notional PWR, 
Denman et al. (2016) simulated a cyber-induced oscillation of the flow 
rates in high-pressure and low-pressure injection pumps. The study 
shows that a compromised integrated DI&C system can cause an acci-
dent sequence that would normally be considered an extremely 
low-probability event. The study also demonstrates test cases for retro-
fitted DI&C. Many researchers have also proposed mathematical/stat-
istical tests for cyber-attack detection, such as the chi-squared test 
utilised to detect replay attacks on sensor signals (Zhao and Smidts, 
2020). Maccarone et al. (2018) also present a technique for analysing 
observability attacks on sensors and actuators. Using a state-space rep-
resentation of the system, the work discussed the combinations of sensor 
omissions that would mask subspaces controlled by attackers. The 
appropriate attack input signal is created, and the system response is 
analysed. Huang et al. (2009) also described integrity attacks such as the 
minimum, maximum, additive and scale attacks on industrial sensors. 
The work investigates the effect of these attacks and compares them 
with a DoS attack on a chemical reactor. The work concludes that a DoS 
attack in isolation has relatively little impact on the system’s steady 
state, but could have a significant impact when combined with other 
integrity attacks. 

3.2.2. Indirect attack propagation paths 

3.2.2.1. Insider threat/Human-targeted attacks and protection program. 
Human reliability issues are some of the most complex security issues 
being addressed towards a secure nuclear DI&C. The complexity of 
analysing human subjective vulnerability has been the major detriment 
in curbing human-targeted attacks and insider involvement. External 
threat actors could collude with or radicalise knowledgeable insiders or 
leverage insider vulnerability to access and exploit critical control sys-
tems. Moreover, unintentional misuse and erroneous operation could 
create novel vulnerabilities or impede safety functions. Protection sys-
tems such as firewalls, data diodes and intrusion detection systems could 
be easily bypassed via the authorised access the insider possesses. 

Cyber-attack could also induce misoperation in nuclear power 
plants, which presents the operator as an additional attack surface for 
cyber intrusion. This is a scenario where an attack on a non-safety 
critical system in the plant leads to an inadvertent operator’s action 
that affects the safety-critical system’s availability. Depending on the 
plant’s status, operators can override automatic control functions via 
manual operations, and attackers can directly spoof or corrupt either the 
HMI or the sensor signal, thereby misleading the operator into sending 
an incorrect control signal. Such a scenario of human error under a 
system cyber-attack is discussed in Kim et al. where the human error 
(omission or commission) leads to arbitrary operator action that affects 
the nuclear SSEP systems (Kim et al., 2017). 

Globally, there is a lack of publicly available data on insider case 
studies in nuclear facilities, which has significantly limited researchers 
from leveraging realistic scenarios to create robust pattern recognition 
and insider causal path analysis (Camp and Williams, 2020). A few 

insider threat case studies in radiological and nuclear facilities, and 
recommended protective measures are presented in (Hobbs and Moran, 
2015). The incidents are presented as a learning tool for teaching and 
situation analysis in nuclear and radiological facilities. Camp and Wil-
liams also proposed the counterintelligence approach (Camp and Wil-
liams, 2019) to mitigate insider threat, which involves the use of 
counterintelligence insights and indicators to characterise/profile po-
tential insiders. The work compares the elements elicited from coun-
terintelligence case studies and the implications for insider threat 
mitigation. Other proposed approaches to mitigate insider threat include 
strengthening nuclear security culture (Khripunov and Speicher, 2018), 
improving human reliability programs (Baba et al., 2022), and the 
balance of technology, policies, procedures, and training. 

Country-specific regulatory frameworks have also been designed to 
curb insider threats. For instance, the Germans use the two-person 
principle as a form of access control against insider attacks (Lochtho-
fen and Sommer, 2015). The principle mandates two people to be pre-
sent in rooms that house security-sensitive systems. Among other user 
identification and restricted access measures, protection racks, barriers 
and data access control measures are also implemented. Some countries 
have also adopted the two-person principle, which is useful in checking 
third-party insider threats, as the vendor’s maintenance staff could ac-
cess server rooms for maintenance purposes. However, for the 
two-person principle to be efficient, the selection criteria need to be 
defined, as the two-person approach is not collusion-proof. One of the 
most widely-used guidance documents for nuclear facility insider threat 
is the IAEA’s best practice series (International Atomic Energy Agency 
and I, 2020). The document provides implementation guidance on the 
evaluation techniques for the preventive and protective measures 
against insider collusion, protracted theft, and sabotage. 

The insider threat prevention and control measures in literature are 
mainly on surveillance, intrusive vetting, peer observation and report-
ing. However, we hypothesise that this could create a low-trust envi-
ronment, hence, benchmark studies on insider threats that consider the 
(psychological) effect of these countermeasures on staff confidence, 
satisfaction, turnover, and performance are required. Besides, since 
human reliability issues are similar across cultures, country-specific and 
other critical industry measures against insider threat need to be ana-
lysed, and the strength needs to be consolidated as an international 
strategy for nuclear insider threat mitigation. In addition, more research 
efforts are needed in mitigating insider threats through non-intrusive 
technology and data analysis. 

3.2.2.2. Supply chain and protection systems. The nuclear supply chain 
comprises a complex network of global stakeholders, suppliers and ac-
tivities that presents it as one of the largest cyber-attack surfaces 
(Eggers, 2021). The geographical spread of nuclear suppliers is justified 
by the need for a high-quality and affordable product, timely delivery, 
specialised and proprietary equipment, components, and services. Inci-
dentally, the spread has also made it difficult to assure the security, 
authenticity, and trustworthiness of nuclear equipment and 
components. 

Conventionally, supply chain integrity is one of the security assur-
ances relied upon by NPP ICS. NPP owners use vendors that are 
authorised and trusted. However, the changes in the geopolitical land-
scape and growing concerns with advanced persistent threats and na-
tional security challenges have refocused attention on the need to secure 
hardware and software sourced from the global supply chain. Amid 
cases of counterfeit, suspect items and supply chain compromise, na-
tions are shifting away from over-reliance on supply chain integrity as a 
cyber-security measure and are actively considering the possibility of 
hardware compromise via supply links or inadvertent/intentional cyber- 
exploits/advanced persistent attack of level 1 and 2 devices and net-
works introduced directly to the component through the supply chain. 
The U.S. Department of Defence (DoD) listed the supply chain as one of 
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the four primary attack vectors used in an asymmetric blended cyber 
operation against critical installations (Nissen et al., 2018). There are 
indications of adversaries exploiting critical supply chain vulnerabilities 
to install embedded malware that creates a backdoor for data exfiltra-
tion, data tampering, false data injection or product quality degradation, 
and counterfeiting, in ways that make attribution difficult (Nissen et al., 
2018). 

Several systems, service acquisition policies and procedures, and 
defense in-depth strategies have been recommended for protection 
against supply chain threats. The DoD also recommends measures that 
span legislation and regulation, policy and administration, acquisition 
and oversight, and programs and technology, with near, medium and 
long-term actions (Nissen et al., 2018). Other measures recommended to 
protect DI&C against supply chain threats include establishing trusted 
distribution paths, pre-agreement supplier review, vendor validation, 
and tamper-proof products or tamper-evident seals on acquired products 
requirements (USNRC and 5.71, 2010). These measures significantly 
limit the spread of the supply chain attack surface. However, NPP 
owners still rely on vendors for equipment maintenance and life cycle 
support. This gives vendor staffers access to critical digital assets during 
routine maintenance, which poses another insider threat attack surface 
and of a significant cyber security concern. 

Moreover, implementing sweeping regulations across the global 
supply chain is impractical as such a move may be counterproductive or 
in conflict with local regulations. Hence, the supply chain has presented 
itself as a critical attack surface that warrants protective measures. A 
supply chain cyber-attack surface and the accompanying threats and 
vulnerabilities have been discussed (Eggers, 2021). The discussion spans 
supply chain assurance, and programs to ensure nuclear I&C’s confi-
dentiality, integrity, and availability. To ensure the life-cycle protection 
of DI&C, the proposal was to evaluate the risk of cyber threats during 
components design, development, installation, maintenance, and repair. 

The nuclear cyber security attack propagation path discussed above 
is not exhaustive, as new paths could be created depending on the 
network architecture, topology, and security control. The network at-
tributes could create novel attack paths which are beyond the scope of 
this work. Some of the known vulnerabilities and attack paths, as well as 
references to the works that detailed the exploits, and their protection 
measures, are summarised in Table 1 below. 

3.3. Nuclear facility cyber security controls, frameworks, and evaluation 
testbeds 

To ensure adherence to ICS security standards in nuclear facilities, a 
vast number of documents have been produced on cyber security con-
trols and regulatory frameworks, especially in countries with civil nu-
clear power programs. Several government agencies have also published 
guidelines and regulations to protect critical ICS. The international 
electrotechnical commission (IEC) established requirements for the 
development and use of digital instrumentation and programmable 
control systems in nuclear power plants (IEC 63096). Adapted from ISO/ 
IEC 27001:2013 that guide information security and management sys-
tem, the IEC 63096 also details the functional safety, cybersecurity 
controls, risk management framework, as well as the life-cycle imple-
mentation needs for nuclear digital I&C and programmable devices 
(Rowland et al., 2021; Watson et al., 2018). The improved cybersecurity 
controls in IEC 63096 and the recommendations for coordinating the 
functional safety and cyber security requirements in the context of nu-
clear digital infrastructure have been discussed (Yang, 2022). Other 
cybersecurity evaluation programmes and working groups have also 
established a common position on the cybersecurity features of digital 
I&C in NPPs(Watson et al., 2018; Collet and Lorin, 2018). 

The U.S. NRC has extensive regulations in place to ensure cyber se-
curity at nuclear power plants, and they provide centralised oversight 
and inspectors are on-site at all U.S. nuclear plants. The commission also 
issues cyber security guidelines and programs that promote safety, 

Table 1 
Attack propagation paths, known vulnerabilities and potential payload.  

Attack paths Known 
vulnerabilities 

Potential payload References 

Communication 
Network 

Hardware:  
• Unsecured USB and 

PS/2 port, 
Keyloggers 

Software & 
configuration:  
• Weak network 

security 
architecture; weak 
Dataflow controls  

• Poorly configured 
security devices  

• Encryption, 
exhaust network 
bandwidth to 
generate latency; 
buffer overflow; 
DNS poisoning 

Session hijacking; 
message flooding; 
eavesdropping; 
Reconnaissance; 
message spoofing; 
Rogue server; 
Remote procedure 
call, etc. 

(Li et al., 
2018b), ( 
Ayodeji, 
2014), ( 
Akinola et al., 
2015), (Weiss, 
2010), (Weiss 
et al., 2022) 

Programmable 
controller  

• No anti-malware/ 
anti-virus measures  

• Unsecure ICS 
protocols  

• Encryption issues  
• Open-access 

technical 
documents  

• Open 
programming 
interface; unused 
tags or operands.  

• Malware on 
engineering 
workstation 

Authentication 
attack; Firmware 
modification; 
Ladder logic 
modification, False 
sequential logic 
attack; stealthy 
data logging; 
Replay attack; DoS; 
Remote memory 
dump; Remote shell 
access; side- 
channel attacks; 
etc. 

(He et al., 
2021), ( 
Makrakis 
et al., 2021) 

Sensor and 
Actuator  

• Tampering, 
Sabotage, 
Electromagnetic 
interference, 
Replay attack, 
perceptual data 
corruption;  

• Information 
leakage; Resonance 
Node outage, 
masking, etc 

RHR valve attack, 
Accumulator valve 
attack, PORV 
attack, DoS, MITM, 
Access attack, 
Reconnaissance; 
energy exhaustion 
attack; false data 
injection; 

(Alvaro et al., 
2009), ( 
Ashibani and 
Mahmoud, 
2017), (Vaddi 
et al., 2020) 

Human factor  • Inadvertent mal- 
operation.  

• Unintentional 
misuse; 
inappropriate 
sharing of data; 
device/media 
exposure  

• Untrained operator  
• Possible collusion; 

loss of situation 
awareness.  

• Insider access via 
maintenance staff  

• Human error, 
sabotage, 
radicalisation, 
espionage, etc. 

Viruses; Malware; 
Man-in-the-middle 
attack; 
Social profiling; 
HMI attack; 
hardware theft; 
dumpster dive; etc. 

(Kim et al., 
2017), (Camp 
and Williams, 
2019), (Camp 
and Williams, 
2020), (Hobbs 
and Moran, 
2015) 

Supply chain 
attack  

• Hardware 
tampering  

• Software 
tampering  

• Firmware 
tampering  

• Installation of 
devices containing 
a backdoor  

• Software patch/ 
update 

Reconnaissance 
attack via BIOS, 
bitstream or 
microchip or 
configuration files; 
Reverse- 
engineering, IP 
theft; side-channel 
attack; Trigger & 
payload Trojan 
insertion; DoS; 

(Nissen et al., 
2018), ( 
Eggers, 2021), 
(USNRC and 
5.71, 2010), ( 
Eggers and 
Rowland, 
2020) 

(continued on next page) 
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security, and emergency preparedness functions at nuclear power plants 
(USNRC and 5.71, 2010). The National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) has also published a guideline for security best 
practices for U.S. federal agencies (Shackelford et al., 2015). Cyber se-
curity controls and implementation guidelines were issued by the 
Department of Homeland Security for U.S. nuclear reactors. The 
guidelines are designed to assist in characterising cyber security posture, 
identifying gaps, and communicating risk management approaches 
(Christensen et al., 2021). Similarly, in the UK nuclear industry, the 
Office for Nuclear Regulation regularly issues security assessment 
principles as part of the Technical assessment guides (Guide, 2021) for 
the cyber-physical security of UK nuclear plants. The German approach 
(termed the GRS-best-practice approach) is based on the 
internationally-recognized graded approach that involves zoning com-
puters according to four security levels, and applying similar security 
measures for each zone (Lochthofen and Sommer, 2015). The measure 
also involves the prohibition of data links in a high-level security zone 
and a secured data link in lower-level zones. Although this may present a 
common vulnerability to the computers in the same zone, as each zone 
has a single-entry point, it also has the advantage of being less intrusive 
and having easier security checks. The applicability of security mecha-
nisms and standards defined by the international standardisation com-
mittees has been discussed in (Moreira et al., 2016). A practical security 
control implementation scheme for nuclear facilities in the development 
phase is suggested in (Park et al., 2016). It introduced four main activ-
ities, a cyber security team organisation, security assessment, security 
verification and validation during software development, and security 
evaluation. 

The regulatory frameworks discussed above detail important cyber 
security controls in NPP. However, to properly consider the peculiarity 
of nuclear digital I&C, risk needs to be redefined in the context of I&C 
cybersecurity, and a formalized vulnerability assessment methodology 
needs to be created (Peterson et al., 2019). Moreover, most of the se-
curity controls are generic and lack the details about the NPP cyber 
security evaluation process that informs the standards. The evaluation 
process should typically include the threat assessment and vulnerability 
analysis for all attack surfaces discussed in Section 2. To bridge the gap, 
several NPP cyber security evaluation testbeds and emulators are being 
developed. More recently, many research institutes have established 
hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testbeds to simulate different cyber-attacks 
to develop robust solutions to protect NPPs. Zhang et al. (2020), pro-
pose an architecture for nuclear power plant cyber security solution 
based on a HIL testbed. This architecture consists of a data collection and 
extraction system, a multilayer cyberattacks detection system, a causal 
analysis system with dynamic risk assessment, a cyberattack response 
system, and the main control room display system to provide a solution 
for prevention, detection, and response to cyberattacks on NPPs. The 
architecture was evaluated by simulating cyber-attacks on NPP DI&C. 

The Sandia National Laboratory also developed a dynamic cyber-risk 
evaluation tool for cyber failure and time-sequenced cyber-risk analysis 
(Wheeler et al., 2017). The tool is composed of network and commu-
nication modelling tools – Sceptre and Hacker. exe – and a process model 
developed with Melcore code. The tool allows novel attacks to be 
launched and exploits integrated into the NPP accident sequence 
simulator. An experimental testbed based on the Emulab tool and 
Simulink was also proposed for the security evaluation of both cyber and 

physical assets (Genge et al., 2012). The coupling effect and the per-
formance were evaluated on a water plant and the Tennessee Eastman 
process. The University of New Mexico’s Institute for Space and Nuclear 
Power Studies in collaboration with Sandia National Laboratories has 
been developing a Nuclear Instrumentation & Control Simulation plat-
form as presented in (El-Genk et al., 2021). This platform is to investi-
gate the response and identify vulnerabilities of digital instrumentation 
and control systems for NPPs to potential cyberattacks. The developed 
pressurizer model which is linked to the pressure and water level control 
PLCs can be used to conduct cyber security investigations. 

One of the most comprehensive nuclear power plant cyber security 
evaluation tools found in the literature is the Asherah Nuclear Simulator 
(ANS). The simulator is a full-scope mathematical model of a two-loop 
2772 MWt pressurised water reactor nuclear power plant imple-
mented with MATLAB/SIMULINK (Silva et al., 2020a). The communi-
cation link is modelled using open platform communications – universal 
architecture (OPC-UA) common in SCADA systems, with support for 
Fieldbus communication protocols. The attack initiation, data collec-
tion, storage, analysis and simulation control capability are enabled by 
the simulator. Also, the ANS has hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) capability 
that enables physical system/device integration. This HIL capability has 
been explored by Neal et al. (2020), to study attack impact on a 
boiler-level control system. The boiler level control system is a physical 
system that replaces the steam generator in the ANS, and attacks on the 
water level control PLC are considered. 

The Asherah nuclear power plant simulator is also used (Silva et al., 
2021) to simulate realistic cyber-attack scenarios and to evaluate the 
functional impact of these attacks on digital instrumentation and control 
systems for NPPs. Two realistic cyber-attack scenarios have run in the 
hardware-in-the-loop for a safety-security cyber-physical assessment. 
These scenarios show the need to consider the plant performance, 
related digital equipment, and all data communications to highlight 
possible cyber threats on digital instrumentation and control. The ANS is 
an important tool towards comprehensive cyber security evaluation of 
nuclear DI&C. However, the ANS scope is limited. First, considerable 
work needs to be done in implementing the ANS as a testbed, as the 
network configuration and other peripheral devices are not modelled. 
Moreover, controllers are also limited, as controller performance was 
not a fundamental requirement (Silva et al., 2020a). In addition, it is 
critical to be able to distinguish process changes from cyber-attacks and 
random faults, as the countermeasures and consequences are different 
(Ayodeji et al., 2020; Ayodeji). While ANS capability is extendable to 
component faults, its developmental requirements lack this capability. 

4. Discussion 

The opportunity presented by nuclear facility control system digiti-
sation resolves interconnectivity and interoperability issues with legacy 
ICS systems. It also enables easier implementation of security controls, 
as opposed to the inferior security practices in legacy automation sys-
tems resulting from the cost and difficulty in retrofitting contemporary 
security measures. Considering the system interaction at various levels 
in nuclear facilities, cyber security concerns are best addressed by a 
comprehensive national and international security standard with a clear 
implementation procedure, informed by a detailed ICS security evalu-
ation system. The reviewed literature has shown that there is a discon-
nect between the technical approach to cyber security and the 
regulations/policies that govern it. First, although the nuclear sector is 
heavily regulated with well-established security best practices, the 
implementation of the available standards depends on individual ICS 
characteristics. This makes the application of standards and guidelines 
use case dependent, which reinforces the need for a common position on 
the best approach to secure nuclear cyber assets. In addition, literature 
shows that several research projects are focused on securing high-level 
communication networks, while others are advocating for the highest 
security measures on the devices and low-level protocols that directly 

Table 1 (continued ) 

Attack paths Known 
vulnerabilities 

Potential payload References 

spoof credentials; 
hijacked software 
update; Malicious 
substitution, 
insertion; Tool 
alteration  
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interact with the physical layer (i.e., sensors and actuators). Supply 
chain, insider threats and human reliability concerns have also been 
raised, and interesting approaches proposed to secure NPPs from such 
attack surfaces. 

The proposed approaches have prospects, however, there are some 
limitations. First, the proposed approaches are globalized, with little 
discussion on the localisation concept. Many research works are focused 
on securing a particular aspect of the control systems, without consid-
ering the consequences/impact on the adjacent, safety-critical systems. 
Secondly, most of the proposed tools/methods are designed to secure the 
systems against well-known, well-understood attacks. Incidentally, 
NPPs are high-stake systems, and attacks on such systems are almost 
always from well-organised and resourced attackers capable of devel-
oping novel attacks. Another factor that constrains the implementation 
of most of the proposed techniques is the low-fidelity models used in the 
proof of concept. Many of the case studies use simple industrial systems 
and open-source penetration testing tools which are too aggressive for 
ICS environments. For instance, several cyber security tools are applied 
to industrial tank liquid level controllers as the system of choice (Silva 
et al., 2020b), which does not represent the complexity of the nuclear 
power process system or the heightened consequence of a successful 
NPP attack. 

Modelling a nuclear power plant is a complex process that involves 
integrating different sub-models which creates instabilities that are 
rarely considered in cyber-attack demonstrations and proof of concepts. 
These subtle abstractions in models are critical to properly study the 
system behaviour under attack. Moreover, a detailed threat/conse-
quence assessment is necessary to ensure the graded approach to the 
proposed security measures. This is also to ensure that the protection 
strategy does not constitute additional complexity or vulnerability that 
may further affect NPPs’ safety Also, the demand for NPP flexible 
operation and integration with other renewable sources will introduce 
additional complexity in the control of modern NPP DI&C, and a suc-
cessful exploit of the nuclear process that results in a sudden plant 
shutdown would impact the grid stability. 

Proposed NPP cyber security framework. 
Conducting cyber security evaluation on real-world nuclear DI&C is 

unsafe and developing a full-scope physical testbed for research and 
development (R&D) purposes is expensive. Nevertheless, to design an 
adequate cyber security measure, there is a need to develop the capacity 
to emulate the components, devices, and networks in digital ICS, study 
the vulnerabilities and dependency issues, simulate potential attacks, 
evaluate the consequences of a successful attack, and design an appro-
priate security measure. 

The testbeds and frameworks discussed in Section 3 present a solid 
foundation for vulnerability analysis, testing, validation and security 
regulation of ICS. However, most of the test beds are not designed to 
emulate, simulate, and defend the level 0 and level 1 device that is 
critical to the nuclear SSEP functions. Moreover, the testbeds are limited 
in functionality, as they cannot mimic the distributed control in real- 
world NPP and observing reactor system response to attacks is diffi-
cult. Besides, access to most of the testbeds is restricted and the testbeds 
are purpose-built without detailed information about their use and re-
sults (Ani and Watson, 2021). This makes independent validation 
difficult and has created a poor landscape of case studies specific to 
nuclear DI&C. 

Towards shrinking the NPP attack propagation path and developing 
a testbed that can support evidence-based security controls, this section 
discusses an R&D framework for developing an attack-resilient control 
and cyber security of nuclear DI&C (termed attack-resilient control 
framework, ARCF). This framework involves distributed process control 
systems that mimic the configuration in the nuclear plant. Based on the 
ANS, the ARCF would be developed with a full-scope process model, 
fieldbus communication protocol, controllers, sensors, and actuators. 
However, the framework deviates from the ANS primary functionality, 
as the ARCF will prioritize the development of attack-resilient digital 

controllers, with a greater focus on the level 0 and level 1 components. 
As the system with the highest cyber security priority, the ARCF 
framework describes a concept for emulating digital control systems and 
designing known and novel attacks to study the vulnerability, system 
response and attack consequences on the plant, as shown in Fig. 2. 

The framework shown in Fig. 2(a) describes cyber-physical experi-
mentation and a test platform for the security and safety analysis of 
devices used for control functions (sensors, actuators, controllers, and 
their networks). First, a distributed mathematical model of each PCS in a 
generic PWR would be used, as implemented in ANS. The distribution 
would follow the control architecture of a real-world plant, as shown in 
Fig. 1. The model will address common modelling issues such as 
spatiotemporal neutron transport, delay neutron precursor, thermal- 
hydraulic, and reactivity feedback. 

Secondly, a software-based PLC would be configured, programmed 
and integrated to mimic the steady-state operation of the process control 
systems. Away from the existing testbeds, the ARCF will have an infer-
ence system to differentiate between a cyber-attack and a random sys-
tem fault, using a dedicated inference engine implemented in a data 
historian as shown in Fig. 2(b). This is important to ensure a cyber 
incident is not mistaken for a network glitch. The testbed will provide a 
platform where various cyber-attacks could be simulated on the sensor, 
actuator, controller and communication network. A Kalman filter would 
be developed to estimate the expected response ŷ of the system to the 
attack, and the expected response, ŷ, would be compared with the real 
response y, for a particular process measurement. The residual t would 
be subjected to a statistical test to see if it lies within a threshold 
θ ≤ t ≤ θ̂. If the residual t is within the threshold, then the attack- 
resilient controller properly handles the attack. If otherwise, then 
other evaluations are done as shown in Fig. 2(b), and measures are 
applied based on the outcome of the evaluation. 

4.1. The ARCF key objectives, scope, and application 

The ARCF would enable a detailed analysis of the corresponding 
behaviour of the process system, and the connected devices. This also 
serves to create a robust platform to simulate different types of attacks 
and quantify the consequence on the controller functions, the SSEP, as 
well as the plant. The controllers’ behaviour under each attack would 
inform the development of novel controllers that can perform SSEP 
functions under a similar attack. The emulation platform will also enable 
extensive simulation of different kinds of system faults and sensor 
anomalies resulting from random faults. The simulated faults and at-
tacks will be the content of the fault (FCL) and attack (ACL) libraries as 
shown in Fig. 2(b). Then a data-driven classification model could be 
developed to discriminate between different kinds of attacks, and be-
tween attacks and faults in the ACL and FCL, based on the impact of the 
incident on the physical system. This consequence-based classification 
will be used to design security countermeasures and would inform the 
cyber threats that could be included in the reactor process control design 
basis threat. The development of the ARCF proposed in this work would 
address the following attacks on nuclear DI&C level 0 and level 1 devices 
(Weiss, 2010).  

1. Loss of View (LOV): The LOV occurs when the attacker has partial or 
total control of sensor or actuator signals. The LOV attacks can mask 
the system states from the operator, creating a misoperation risk. 
This has been reported to cause NPP (Davis-Besse) shutdown in the 
case of a Slammer worm attack on the HMI.  

2. Manipulation of View (MOV); The MOV attack results in operators 
making the wrong decision based upon erroneous information from 
sensors about the current system state. This is a Man-in-the-Middle 
attack that compromises sensor signal integrity by substituting the 
real signal with spurious measurements that force the operator to 
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perform potentially harmful actions causing the operator to act 
erroneously due to signal manipulation.  

3. Denial of Control (DOC): The DOC occurs when an attacker has 
partial or total control of the PLC. The DOC attack results in the PLC’s 
inability to perform SSEP functions. The attack is also capable of 

denying the operators access to SSEP systems, aided by malware or 
worms that caused hardware failures, inadvertent setpoint change, 
or actuator damages. 

The proposed ARCF would demonstrate the following capabilities. 

Fig. 2. The proposed framework for developing an attack-resilient control system evaluation tool with (a) ARCF testbed design, and (b) ARCF testbed 
implementation. 
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1. Capability to formulate and simulate system faults.  
2. Capability to formulate and simulate cyber-attacks (both novel and 

conventional attacks).  
3. Capability to differentiate between system faults and cyber-attacks.  
4. Capability to determine the optimal security strategy against high- 

consequence attacks. 

As a major step to shrink the NPP DI&C attack surface, the activities 
required to develop the ARCF as depicted in Fig. 2 are distilled into the 
following nine tasks: 

Task 1: Perform a comprehensive threat assessment for nuclear DI&C 
to understand the possible motivation and capability of the adversary. 

Task 2: Perform a vulnerability analysis of the whole DI&C devices, 
both separately and jointly to ascertain common attack vectors. 

Task 3: From a cyber security perspective, develop a complete model 
of each process control system and its networks (i.e., feedwater system, 
reactor core system, pressurizer pressure control system, nuclear steam 
supply system, power control system, etc.). This should provide the 
opportunity to simulate and emulate the DI&C components, devices, and 
communication protocols to properly study the system’s weaknesses. 
Alternatively, implement the Asherah Nuclear Simulator in a virtual 
environment as a representation of the process control system. 

Task 4: Develop a detailed fault consequence library (FCL) using 
updated literature on common faults or FMEA). 

Task 5: Develop an attack and consequence library (ACL), first, from 
demonstrated vulnerability analysis, then using simulated attacks, build 
a comprehensive library of likely attacks on the system. The ACL is also 
useful to prepare for cyber-attack-related emergencies. 

Task 6: Develop a data-driven model that can discriminate between 
contents in ACL and FCL. Distinguishing fault anomalies from attack 
signatures is critical to reducing the high false alarm rate. 

Task 7: Design a novel controller that is resilient to the most conse-
quential attacks. 

Task 8: Evaluate the coupling effect and develop security measures 
for attacks that cannot be handled by the controller. 

Task 9: Establish a nuclear DI&C baseline protective strategy for 
inclusion in the design basis threat. 

The framework could be useful in developing a library of attacks that 
could affect the system’s capability to perform the SSEP function. The 
proposed DI&C ARCF could also be used as a security testing tool for 
measuring the impact of security controls, patch/change management, 
verification and validation of new control system design and device 
upgrade, as well as a consequence-based asset prioritisation. In addition, 
analysis enabled by the ARCF could be used to identify the time interval 
between the attack and plant response, and the operational state of the 
reactor protection system (designed to initiate reactor scram in the event 
of abnormal plant operation). Based on the success and lessons learned 
from the ARCF, new cyber-attacks would be formulated to shrink the 
possibility of zero-day exploits. The ARCF could provide greater oper-
ator situational awareness, identify, and secure the most critical attack 
paths and respond to functional failures. It could also present an op-
portunity to devise a robust metric to quantify cyber risks and system 
security. The ARCF could also help incorporate critical attacks into 
process control system design basis threats and aid security by design 
approach to nuclear cyber security. 

5. Conclusion 

Digital transformation of nuclear facilities could unlock exponential 
improvement of facilities’ performance and cost competitiveness. 
However, digital control and instrumentation in nuclear facilities could 
also have potential vulnerabilities that present cyber security chal-
lenges. Exploiting the vulnerabilities by a sophisticated threat actor may 
lead to the release of radioactive materials into the environment. This 
work presents a comprehensive overview of the existing body of 
knowledge on cyber security threats and defences for nuclear facilities. 

The work also examines the nuclear cyber security threats, vulnerabil-
ities and inherent attack pathways that could aid malicious system 
intrusion. Analysis of existing nuclear digital I&C protection systems 
shows that the capability of the controllers to perform the SSEP func-
tions under attack is not a prioritised research area. 

Consequently, based on the analysis of identified gaps, the work 
suggests a conceptual framework for developing an attack-resilient 
control and cyber security analysis of NPP. This work serves to extend 
the existing knowledge on nuclear cyber security and provide a good 
foundation for future research in attack-resilient control of nuclear 
process systems. The work contributes to knowledge by analysing the 
relationship between attack propagation paths, associated vulnerabil-
ities, and current security controls. The suggested framework for 
developing a robust cyberattack-resilient process control could guide 
researchers in evaluating novel controllers and developing new ways of 
protecting digital instrumentation and control in nuclear facilities. 
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